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Antonio Cataldo (1981).
After studying Industrial Design in the Sun
University of Naples he enrolled in the Master
Degree in Visual Arts at Iuav University of Venice,
were he currently works as research assistant. He
took his degree under the fellowship of Giorgio
Agamben, with a thesis in video upon ﬁve famous
suicides.
He was part of T2 Turin Triennal/50 Moons of
Saturn, curated by Daniel Birbaum, appointed
director of the 53rd Art Biennial of Venice,
presenting a documentary on the controversial
ﬁgure of Cesare Lombroso, an Italian doctor
from the end of 19th Century who ﬁrstly applies
physiognomic theories upon criminology science.
His works has been shown in different
institutions and manifestations as Oca/Ofﬁce
for Contemporary Art Norway in Oslo (2009),
XIV European Biennial of Young Artist in Skopje
(2009), Immaginaria Film Festival in Bari (2006).
He initiated Où va la video?, an open call for
young video artists that reﬂects upon the current
status of the audiovisual images, promoted
by fondazione march, an Italian foundation
for contemporary art. He was the curator of
the catalogue Video. Où va la video? (Cleup ed.:
Padova 2009), collection of texts, reﬂections
and iconographic apparatus on the recent
status of young video art, that has followed the
homonymous event curated and presented in
2009 in Padua (Italy), Kaunas (Lithuania), Praga
(Czech Republic) and Genoa (Italy). He curated as
well the book What is the Contemporary? 2 (Cleup
ed.: Padua 2009) and What is the Contemporary?
(Cleup ed.: Padua 2008), based on series of lectures
held by international artists and curators at the
University of Padua in 2009 and 2008.

Séance
[screenplay for a
ﬁlm to come]
3 prints, 70x100 cm
2009

In the mid 19th Century and particularly at
the beginning of the 20th Century a practice in
photography was being developed, trying to ﬁx
on plates entity and bodies of other consistencies,
imperceptible to the gaze. A new imaginary was
being created in between science and collective
beliefs.
The most bizarre séances took place in Algiers,
where a lieutenant general’s wife during the Fist
World War throughout the medium Marthé used
to meet a phantom with which she was in love.
Those séances were followed by well-recognized
scientists helped by photographers in order to
capture those impalpable essences. Moreover, with
a deep analysis of the documents it seems that
the lady most of the time was under drug effects,
while other people involved didn’t know.
The ﬁlm is set in Algeria in a not well-deﬁned
historical period of time, within a villa in the
countryside where all the different characters
meet around Marthé analyzing thoughts, doubts
in search of that collective satisfactory image that
throughout the invisible could explain the magic
essence of a photograph.

SCENA XLIII / SCENA L

SCENA LI. Intervallo.

Marthé, Cécile , Edgard, Paul, Enrico nel salotto della Villa.
Tutte le scene all’interno del salotto, sono visibili solo attraverso lo
specchio sul camino.
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A world that Exist
Only in My Mind
super8 transferred
on video, col.,
18 min.,
2009

A character is passing through passages of
memories in order to distinguish the real part of
it from dreams and other constructions due to
the time. More the narrative is developed less
comprehensible is the state she is crossing. The
images doesn’t help her to take distance and
divide different times and space. The images are
the ones that helped her to create a new narrative
out of what could have happened.

This countryside is a small place without anything special, lacking of beautifulness, of sacred memories, nor riche

It is of these towns that winter isolated, surrounded by mountains, dividing it from the beach and crowding on the tops. Some buses link

he had a touch of fever at night, the room swelled and shrank, and his clothes, hanging on a nail, were loomed up to the bigness of a chu

Il Caso
video, col., 50 min.,
2008

The life and the works of Cesare Lombroso are the
ﬁeld of inquest around which this research moves.
The main focus is the criminal analized throughout
both the patient and the doctor as ﬁgures. In his
1854-1857 Diary Observation on the external world
and I young Lombroso analyzed himself in a state
of big confusion melding together dreams with
everyday life opening particular visions that
will come back in his writings to come for the
Criminal Antrophology. The declared decay of his
theories and studies today seems to take shelter
in a memory outside the scientiﬁc disciplines, in
a nebula of mythologies. But starting from a path
populated with ﬁgures, it is possible to recover
what remains of the doctor’s life in a landscape
that holds a tension between fragmentation of
memories and links toward most contemporary
researches in Crimilogy.
The dialogue begins in Turin with the people
closest to his material and scientiﬁc legacy: the
Faculty of Criminal Psychology as well as the late
researches in Neuropsychology
Neuropsychology, are place where
to look for the nodes binding and loosening the
scientist with the current applications; the Archive,
collection of studying materials, of those traces,
mute voices of infamous lives on which science
has left its ﬁngerprints. Ezechia Marco, his hidden
name, leads to inquire the relationships with his
origins, the one that brings him near to the Jewish
Communities of Turin and Chieri. In Chieri it is
been searched places of his infancy, where the
dimension of the dream was observing his ﬁrst
scientiﬁc speculations from a distance.
“What remains?” is the question posed to each
ﬁgure, voice and face of this landscape, a question
that could lead toward other indexes.

«One day, they sent two exiles...»

«From that day started robberies.»

«What can we do, than? »

L’amitié
super8 transferred
on video, col.,
4 min. (loop),
2008

Different peoples rotate one after the other before
the lens. They should be immobile, but they move
spasmodically. A time distortion is present both
in the shooting and in the projection. And of all
the time passed in front of the camera only some
fragments remained.

A Day
in a Horizontal
Condominium
video HD, col.,
8 min.,
2008

The presence of the six characters is given only
by sound. Everyone tells his/her own story
creating different scenarios. The only element
constantly present is a lake around which their
stories gravitate. And only a recent event is able
to gather connections of each of them to their own
context. Within history and legend coming from
images and voices, brieﬂy sketched, the essence
of a community comes out, carrying with it all the
contradictions on which even one small society is
being constituted.

July 6
October 31
[notes for a ﬁlm]
notebook,
book
book,
18,8x25cm,
2007

Four months of mentioned stories, epigraphs
similar to notes that few words had left whose
sound has been forgotten. Those fragments have
been edited by association and in the hope to ﬁnd
new relationships between each other, to open
new spaces of signiﬁcation in the void left from the
unspeakable.

Passages de vie
en quelques
fragments
video, col. e B&W,
26 min.,
2006

The fragments of ﬁve characters’ life are the point
of departure for a movement toward images and
text. How those lives have touched us and touch
us in their thought as well as in their becoming?
The life of Walter Benjamin, Cesare Pavese, Primo
Levi, Guy Debord and Gilles Deleuze? Quotation
has been used as a language, in its capability to
cross the past for breaking into the present, not
in their stead but as a way to interrupt continuity
and to create new associations and relationships
between one life and the other, one thought
and the other, taking distance from a singular
authorship. Images took shape in the same way,
throughout multiple points of view that lead from
text to images and vice versa. In this shift only few
traces of biographical indexes remain, but a new
landscape is being created, a new form of life.
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